Central Washington University
Department of Music
presents:

An Evening Of Jazz

Featuring:
Vocal Jazz 1
Jazz Band 2
Program

Vocal Jazz I
Directed by, Vijay Singh

Blues in Frankie’s Flat                     Frank Foster
arr. Norm Wallen

Blossom and Bee                             Goldings/Gazarek/DeMain
arr. Vijay Singh

Last First Kiss                             Tony Desare
arr. Vijay Singh

My Very Special Friend                     Vijay Singh

Dizzy’s Itch                                Vijay Singh

American Wedding Song                      Eugene McDaniels
arr. Vijay Singh

Besame Mucho                               arr. Norm Wallen

Jazz Band 2
Directed by John Harbaugh

Broadway                                  arr. by Rob McConnell

How Do I Look in Blue                     Johnny Richards
arr. by Lennie Niehaus

Lullaby of the Leaves                    arr. by Francy Boland

Missing You                                Greg Yasinitsky

Wolfdenfunk                               arr. by Eric Richards
**Vocal Jazz I Personnel**

Victoria Busby
Jackie Medina
Kati Couch
Hadiyah Al-Shishani
Shaina Stuckey
Gabrianna Hart
Selena Addison
Theo Olson
Anderson Ross
Sam Sparkmon
Kyle Sauer
Nelson Green
Matt Jeroma
Elijah Bergevin

**Rhythm Section**
Bobby Odle, *drums*
Carl Hennings, *bass*
Jake Houser, *piano*

---

**Jazz Band II Personnel**

**Trumpets**
Spencer Manning (lead)
Tim Goei
Ben Ellis
Max Jones
Nathan Fisher

**Bones**
Ryan Whitehead (lead)
Jace Rowland (jazz)
Mya Wagner (3rd)
Ben Bogle (bass)

**Saxes**
Jacob Krieger, *alto I*
Chloe Pierce, *alto II*
Henry Fernstrom, *tenor I*
Adam Chmaj, *tenor II*
Noah Pettibon, *bari I*

**Rhythm Section**
Dylan Lahue, *drums*
Brea Pierce, *bass*
Cade O’Haver, *piano*